PURO
Small Table

PURO
DESCRIPTION
Puro - “pure” in Italian - is a range that really refects its name: pure in the shape, pure in the materials, pure in the sustainability. This side table reinterprets the sleek bridge shape typical of Armani/
Casa: the timeless design is made precious by the contrast between the dark brown ashwood and the
beautiful green quartzite from South America. These two materials are applied by using different and
irregular rectangular tiles, which give new life to the remnants of wood/stone panels used for larger
furniture: with this choice, Armani/Casa follows the efforts of the Armani Group for a continuous
committment in sustainability. Puro is available in two versions, with stone on the inner or the outer
side. All corners feature joints at 45°.
MADE IN ITALY.
DIMENSIONS
65 x 40 x 60 h cm - Inch 25.6 x 15.7 x 23.6 h
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FINISHES

Brushed Brown Ashwood /
Emerald Quartzite
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PURO
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Structure
MDF panel veneered in ashwood (Fraxinus spp.) / Emerald quartzite on HPL panels.
Painting cycle and glues
Wood treated with solvent colour, polyurethane base, solvent shading, matt polyurethane.
Vynil and urea glues.
Maintenance and disposal
Product designed for indoor use. Make sure that the surface does not stay in contact with water or
other liquids, even for short periods. The product is made with finishes subject to deterioration if
treated with unsuitable substances. Always use neutral and creamy cleaning solutions without alcohol
or acids. Never use steel wool or abrasive sponges but a soft wet cloth. Dry thoroughly after each
cleaning. The replacement of damaged parts must be done only with original pieces: in this case,
please contact an official Armani/Casa dealer for assistance. At the end of its useful life, the product
must be returned to an authorized collection center for disposal.

